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The interior is in stock standard business fashion and has been
well tried and tested, it is very easy to fly and has a large usable
cockpit. As you have seen in the left image the Cessna does not

have an illuminated instrument panel, instead there is a dark
slatted instrument cluster with a flashing stand-by light. It would

be nice to have a DAY and NIGHT cockpit illumination, but there is
no such feature, instead there is an illuminator switch on the
panel next to the electronic stand-by light. The Caravan has a

Lighted instrument panel with a standard head up display (HUD),
the view is updated in real time and a couple of preset views are
possible, it can show yaw, pitch & roll and a black and white map.
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The standard view is good, but if you want more features there is
an an upgrade available, called the iSight, and there are a few

other ways to make the display better. It is possible to change the
default view, but is not the easiest thing to do, but it is now

possible. It wont be too hard to do if you read the manual. The
Caravan has a standard full panel of switches and the usual Brake
selector (not in v2 though). The high fuel tank is a v1 feature that
some people dont like, The cabin pressurisation is optional and for
most people it is not need as the pressurisation is standard on all
Carenado aircraft. If you need pressurisation you must first press
a button to move a panel on the left hand side towards the centre

and the door to open, which when closed will open the
pressurisation door. As you know there are lots of switches on

Caravan and the Carenado is a cargo aircraft so the outside has
lots of doors. The welcome light is on top right and the note is

printed on the little hatch in the middle. This is the prefect airport
vehicle, It has a nice 3rd (rear) hatches, a lot of useful cargo bins

and it needs only a short runway of 2240m or so to take off. There
are no windows on this aircraft so it is great for a home airport.
The Caravan may not be the fastest car in the air but it is one of
the best for dogging. The engines auto-cut out at a certain RPM
setting that is set in the ECU, around 6000 RPM. So you can take
off with a high throttle and it will cut out smoothly and back into
idle. However, I found because of the Pilot Knob, the engine RPM

is not fully on the ground, so you have to be more careful with the
gear and with the throttle to make sure it does cut out completely.
There is a real simple version of a twin jet with the 3x2 layout, but
the plain twin Turbos are not really strong in the air, it is a good

introduction and the stock engine should provide enough power to
get you started, but in the long term you will want to fit the bigger

engines that Carenado offers. The standard system is quite
different to the standard twin jet aircraft. This is one of the first

modern Caravans, with the slightly sloped wings and the single jet
T33 engine. The other feature is the very old (I think? was the

first) Allison T33-A35 engine that is very strong. A 2JT version is
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also available, with 2x2 layout. The standard single engine is only
600hrs and this version can be bought with all the extras, but the
2JT is a bit of a different beast and is fully loaded in the shop with

all the extras. Although its not economical.
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The HSI and other panels are the same as the Grand Caravan, but
“sans” the Scaled additions. This is probably the area where the
greatest amount of work has been invested, and certainly makes
C208B a more unique aircraft in this regard. Sound is a nice stock
arrangement with a great sound menu. Current conditions are all
normal Navaid modes plus a few extras, and over 40 G AN/AAS-39

type AHS zones – the Grand Caravan has all of that and a lot
more. Smooth operation of the aircraft is an exercise in serenity.
The control feel is very good and all the important controls are
nicely functional. The Cessna-style pedals are not the industry

standard dual axes and are a little shorter, but the nonstick
rubber footplates are really comfortable. The control stick is a real
tight turning radius and makes good use of the adequate 2.4 FSR.
The aircraft is nicely balanced as it responds when at the limit of
the extended flaps. In flight feel is perfect, with perhaps a slightly
heavier rudder. In descent the aircraft is very nicely balanced and

I had no trouble landing it on almost any runway. Takeoff is as
good as it gets. Ground handling is pleasant when taxiing, and

once airborne you have a very smooth ride in a surprisingly quiet
aircraft. Brakes are excellent and smooth. Landing is a breeze.

There is not a single thing that does not work properly, no matter
how hard I tried. No need for a constant commentary like “push
and pull, pull and hold”. Everything is there and works in exactly
the right way. (All exceptions are explained.) Everything is simple

and direct. Fuel consumption is really excellent. Weight is
correctly displayed, and I managed to run it out of reserves (with
a full tank) to 201 KIAS. Mission Plan included is basic and simple.
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